
 
FUMC ESL 1-3-2022 High Beginning and Low Intermediate Lesson 

This orange thing is a squid. Squids live in the ocean. Many people eat squid, 
but I don't. Do you? I'm showing you a squid picture because we will be talking about the 
short i vowel, like in squid. I couldn't think of how to describe it, so you get a picture. 

  Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Briefly tell 
something that happened over the holiday break. 

Pronunciation: Short i sounds 

1-Listen to the sound of the i in these words:  if, in, big, miss, bit, city, ditch, finish, pig, rich, 
will, sick 

This is the short i sound.


2-UI is a two vowel combination that also makes the short i sound.   EX: build, guilt, built, 
liquid, squish (the soft sound made when you are walking through wet mud), equipment, 
tranquil (means peaceful), squid (see above)


3-But English is tricky, so the UI combination is NOT always pronounced as a short i.


For example, it is pronounced as a long i in these words:  guide, enquire (ask), require

It is pronounced as a long U in these words: fruit, suit, bruise, fluid, recruit, genuine, ruin


4-An easy pronunciation rule for vowels is if it is the pattern consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) 
the vowel is short, but if we add an E, the first vowel has a long sound. EX: mad-made, cap-
cape, hop-hope, tap-tape, rip-ripe, hid-hide, use-use, not-note.


But, of course, there are exceptions to this rule. Live and Give are pronounced with the short 
sound. The word LIVE can be pronounced with a short i or a long i. The verb is pronounced 
with a short i. EX: I live in Mexico.  The adjective is pronounced with a long i. I caught a live 
fish.


Grammar Quiz: Review of Gerund and Infinitives 
Gerunds are verbs that function as nouns in the sentence. They end in ING. EX: I remember 
answering all the questions. Answering is a verb functioning as a noun.

Infinitives are the base form of a verb. EX: to sing, to hear, to talk 

Whether you use a gerund or infinitive depends on the main verb in the sentence.


In many sentences, you can use either a gerund or an infinitive. But certain verbs have to be 
followed by one or the other. For example, we say, "I enjoy drawing," never "I enjoy to draw."  
We don't ever use an infinitive after the verb enjoy.  We do say "I decided to draw a giraffe."

We don't say, I decided drawing. We don't use an infinitive after decide.


Test yourself with the quiz below. Choose the correct answer for each blank. If you don't 
understand the meaning of the sentence, ask your teacher. 



1-They offered ________ our cats while we were gone.

a-to feed

b-feeding


2-She admitted ________ the purse after they showed her the security camera.

a-to steal

b-stealing


3-Jim hopes _________ English while he is visiting the U.S.

a-to study

b-studying


4-We promised ______ them move in to the new house.

a-to help

b-helping


5-He plans _______ to London after leaving here.

a-to fly

b-flying


6-My daughter finished ______ the house before I returned.

a-to clean

b-cleaning


7-The boy denied _______ the watch.

a-to take

b-taking


8-The fence failed ______ the dog in their yard. 

a-to keep

b-keeping


9-We can't really afford _____ a new house.

a-to buy

b-buying


10-We considered ______ a new house, but decided we couldn't afford it.

a-to buy

b-buying


11-The guide said  ________ the train.

a-to take

b-taking


12-Please leave me alone. I'm trying ___________.

a-to concentrate

b-concentrating


13-The windows are very dirty. They need ________.

a-to clean

b-cleaning


14-The couple were talking loudly. I couldn't help _________ what they said.

a-to overhear




b-overhearing


(Note: Overhear means to hear something you weren't trying to hear. For example, if your 
neighbors are having a loud argument, you might hear it in your apartment. You didn't plan to 
hear it or want to hear it. But it was impossible not to hear it.)


15-I'm running behind. Can you help me _____ dinner ready.

a-to get

b-getting


16-Rand says he will probably stay in Mexico City for another year. He likes _________ there.

a-to live

b-living


17-As strange as it seems, I enjoy _________ the kitchen.

a-to clean

b-cleaning


18-I'm not ready yet. Would you mind ________ a few minutes?

a-to wait

b-waiting


19-Working downtown means _______ home an hour before work begins.

a-to leave

b-leaving


20-I don't remember ________ the door. 

a-to lock

b-locking


21-He asked us ______ the door when we left.

a-to lock

b-locking


22-The man spoke with a heavy accent. I pretended _______ him.

a-to understand

b-understanding 


Conversations: Read and discuss. 

Chan:  I have done all my homework. It isn't due until next week. But I like to do things ahead 
of schedule. I don't like to wait until the last minute.

Lou:  I never do things ahead of time. I don't do homework until the night before it is due.


1. When is Chan's homework due?

2. Do Chan and Lou feel the same about time?

3. Are you like Chan or like Lou?




Pat:  I know your job is important, but the kids and I  never see you. You don't come to the kids 
games. They always look for their dad, but you aren't there. I want you to make time for your 
family.

Phil:  I see you and the kids any time I can. I have a hard time telling my boss I can't work 
because I have to go to my son's soccer game. I can't always get time off from work to see 
the kids activities.

Pat:  Maybe it's time for a change. You could find a new job that gave you more free time.

Phil:  I could change jobs. But I wouldn't make as much money as I do now. Is that what you 
want me to do?


1. What is Pat's complaint?

2. What does Phil have a hard time doing?

3. What does Pat mean when she says, "it's time for a change"?

4. If Phil changed jobs, what would happen?

5. Do you think Phil should change jobs?


Tam: Our flight arrived early. We have lots of time to kill before our next flight. What should we 
do?

Red:  Let's go to a restaurant and get something to eat.

Tam:  There used to be a good restaurant in this airport. But I heard it changed hands. It might 
not be good anymore.


1. What is "time to kill"?

2. Why do they have time to kill?

3. Where does Red want to go?

4. What does "changed hands" mean?

5. If you opened a restaurant, what kind of food would you serve?


Discuss: 
Some people commute an hour to get to work. Would you drive an hour every day to get to 
work?  If you are looking for a house, is it important to be close to where you work?  What is 
the longest commute you have ever made.



